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Abstract
Control of forces and torques seemed to be solved. But the usual method for position controlled robots is not optimal
when using a slow interface. In addition, there are differences between control with a compliant sensor and with a stiff
sensor, even more if the sensor is distant from the contact point and with respect to the vector of the desired force. The
method proposed in this paper further considers a point-surface contact, from which the sensor cannot infer on rotation.
We also consider the automatic detection of this case. A further obstacle to force control with compliant sensors is the
fact that only small scale sensors are available. Therefore a method for the scaling of existing sensors and an example of
its use are presented.

1 Introduction

Force control has been used for almost three decades, but
there are still some aspects that have to be discussed, espe-
cially with position-based robot controllers and with com-
pliant sensors.
There are two main approaches to force control. Most
papers, as [1], opt for controlling the joint torques of the
robot. However, this is not possible with standard indus-
trial robots. For these systems, inner loop / outer loop con-
trol as in [2] is applied, with position control as inner loop
and force control as outer loop. Most robot controllers for
the outer loop use an interface [3], which is sampled every
10 ms, or even less often. This limits performance unless
a special approach, presented in Section 2, is used.
Another classification of force control schemes distin-
guishes between impedance control [4] and explicit force
control [5], where the latter minimizes force and torque er-
rors independently from position errors which may be con-
trolled in a different subspace. See [6] for a more compre-
hensive discussion on force control since this goes beyond
the scope of this paper. Here we concentrate on explicit
force control and adapt the desired forces if compliance is
desired (see Section 2.2).
Force control can be also classified by the type of sensor.
While the majority of publications assumes a stiff force-
torque sensor with negligible positional displacement, cer-
tain assembly tasks may require such a displacement, es-
pecially in dynamic environments [7]. A compliant sensor
[8, 9] will yield passively when forces or torques are ap-
plied. In contrast to active force control by a controller,
passive compliance possesses almost infinite bandwidth,
which is only limited by the mass of the displaced body.
Thus control is only required to reduce low bandwidth or
steady-state force control errors.

This paper concerns compliant sensors. In contrast to
forces acting on stiff sensors, the deflection of a compli-
ant sensor affects the pose of the tool center point (tcp).
This effect has to be compensated by the control algorithm
(Section 4).

Figure 1: Setup at iwb with heavy end-effector for the as-
sembly of a wheel to a car body. Between the springs a
sensor is integrated that perceives forces and torques that
are exerted by the robot.

Since a force-torque sensor has to measure all contact
forces that act on the end-effector, the sensor is typi-
cally located between the robot tool and the robot flange.
Figure 1 gives an example in which the end-effector is
mounted under the robot flange, which is advantageous
for heavy tools. In this way the sensor has only to bear
the weight of the end-effector. In other configurations, the
weight also exerts a big moment. Since compliant force-
torque sensors are only available for small scale applica-
tions, this paper also presents a method to design a com-



Figure 2: Control architecture for position-based control of sensor data.

pliant sensor for large forces and torques using standard
components (Section 5).
Force control is studied using the task of [10] in which
wheels are assembled to a car body. This is done using an
end-effector (Figure 1) with a compliant sensor at the robot
flange. The contact is modeled as a point-surface contact
every time the screws reach the wheel hub, and as a peg-
in-hole problem when the wheel rim is in contact with the
wheel hub and the screws are fixed. Then all 6 degrees of
freedom (dof) of the contact are present and measured by
the sensor. In the first phase, a force at the tcp will addi-
tionally generate a moment in the sensor. Thus the control
of this moment will cause a rotation, which is not wanted.
Section 4 explains how this can be inhibited. It includes
the distinction between moments that are measured in the
first phase, and those that have to be controlled because
they are caused by the assembly process itself.
The paper is organized as follows: First, the fundamental
control architecture for the consideration of sensor signals
is outlined (Section 2). Then it is applied to force control
when using a compliant sensor (Section 3). The handicap
of an asymmetrically arranged sensor is considered in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 finally shows how large-scale sensors can
be built. The method is verified in experiments with the
wheel assembly robot of [10].

2 Position-based control of sensor
data

Sensor-based control can be realized independently of a
specific task or sensor set-up if sensors are used to deter-
mine the desired robot motion, while the motion control is
done by a lower control level. This is different to direct
sensor control, where the signals directly generate motion
increments. However, the task specific part and the robot
dependent position control are only independent of each
other if the interface is chosen in such a way that the con-
troller characteristics give no feedback to the task level.
This requires that the desired motion is executed in an ideal
way. Figure 2 shows the proposed control architecture. An
ideal robot is defined by xa(k) = xd(k), meaning that the
actual robot pose is identical to the desired one.
An ideal robot cannot be implemented if only the desired
pose is given. In addition, the desired speed and accelera-

tion has to be provided or, as used in this paper, a part of
the robot trajectory that covers the period beginning at the
current time step and lasting for some robot time constants.
In this way the interface becomes predictive. See [10] for
a possible implementation of the position control.
Since the stability of position control is not affected by a
feed-forward controller, the ideal robot is stable as long as
the feedback controller provided by the robot manufacturer
remains stable. In this way the whole system is stable as
long as the computation of the desired pose really com-
putes a desired pose, and does not feed back the actual
robot motion. This will discussed in Section 3.
In the sample project, as in all complex assembly tasks,
several types of sensors are used [11]. Besides a force-
torque sensor there are a distance sensor and vision. In or-
der to use a common interface for all sensors, the selection
of a predictive position interface is generic. Furthermore,
since at least the outcome of the vision system is received
time-delayed, a position trajectory is well suited for inte-
grating modifications that are result of sensor data. In con-
trast, asynchronously appearing sensor data can hardly be
processed in direct control approaches.
The idea of computing a desired pose is advantageous with
respect to direct feedback of sensor values to motion in-
crements, because the sensor interface is usually sampled
less often than the internal position controllers. In the pro-
posed approach this does not affect performance since the
computed desired poses are invariant to that changes of the
sensed values, which are caused by the robot motion.
Since sensors typically represent the current state, the re-
quired trajectory has to be generated in a model based way.
For stationary objects this will be done by maintaining the
desired pose. With moving objects or contour following
we propose extrapolation, preferably of the deviation of
the computed desired pose from the reference pose.

2.1 Force control
A force-torque sensor is a special sensor: Firstly, position
is not its natural output. Secondly, forces and torques can
affect the robot motion. The first aspect is discussed in
Section 3 using a compliant sensor. The effect of the inter-
acting forces on the position control can be neglected since
typical desired contact forces are at least an order of mag-
nitude lower than the robot weight or its motor torques.



If significant forces or torques are present, the additional
input fd to the ideal robot in Figure 2 has to be used. fd is
the desired Cartesian force. τ cd is that part of the desired
joint torque, that is caused by this contact force.1 These
inputs serve for disturbance rejection and by no means as
a reference for control. J is the Jacobian of the robot.

2.2 Impedance-based control

If, instead of explicit force control, a compromise between
a force error and a deviation from the programmed path is
desired, the desired values xd and fd have to be adapted.
This can be done using an impedance-based approach in
which the trajectory is modified by minimizing

K · rxd(k+i) = rxe(k+i) (1)

D

2T0
· (rxd(k+i+1)− rxd(k+i−1)) = 0 (2)

M

T 2
0

· (rxd(k+i+1)− 2rxd(k+i) +
rxd(k+i−1)) = 0.

(3)
Here all poses are expressed with respect to the reference
system r, which is the system of the current programmed
pose of the tool center point (tcp). rxd(k) is the result-
ing current modification with respect to the reference path,
computed from the modification rxe(k) which would be
active for explicit force control, and of the impedance pa-
rameters K, D, and M. T0 is the sampling time. With
K = I, in the static case, there is no bias of the de-
sired force. But at times, the desired forces may differ
from the original value, in order to smooth the trajectory.
rxd(k) is computed by minimizing the equation errors for
i = 0, · · · , nimp where nimp is sufficiently large. The de-
sired force fd(k) will be computed from rxd(k), the sensor
stiffness, and the force present in the nominal case. See
[12] for details.

3 Control using a compliant force-
torque sensor

A compliant force-torque sensor is better suited for assem-
bly tasks than a stiff one since, firstly, it instantaneously
yields to disturbances, without generating extreme forces
that may result with a stiff sensor. Secondly, it creates po-
sition differences that can be processed by a position con-
troller. In contrast to stiff sensors, compliant ones mea-
sure translational and rotational deflections of the sensor
and transform them to forces and torques, using the cal-
ibrated sensor stiffnesses. At least using a SCHUNK R©

sensor [13], it is possible to read the sensor displacements
instead of the forces. This directly allows position control.

In this way a desired deflection sd is given, instead of a
desired force fd.

Figure 3: Notation when pressing with a pin against an
object.

Figure 3 visualizes the effect of sensor compliance when
the tcp is in point-surface contact. The real position is
clearly identical with the object position xo. This means
that the size of the tool tip is already considered by the
measured position. Alternatively the object position could
be shifted by the radius of the tool tip.
The forward kinematics do not compute the real but rather
a virtual position xa, which would result in free space.
Both positions differ by the sensor deflection, transformed
from the sensor to the tcp. The goal of control is another
virtual position xd that, assuming compliance C, yields the
desired force fd.
The assumed compliance C results from the environmental
compliance, the robot compliance, and the sensor compli-
ance, and is computed as the sum of them. In most cases,
using a compliant sensor, its known compliance will be
dominant so that it can be taken as the resulting compli-
ance. In this way the generated forces could be slightly too
small, but the stability is not affected by this assumption.
In contrast, when processing computed forces, errors in the
assumed compliance may feed back the robot motion to the
desired poses, so that the separation of position control is
not valid anymore.
With full contact, all 6 dof of the real tcp pose as well as
of the object pose are identical. Then virtual positions and
orientations can be defined in a similar way from forces ft
and moments mt, at the tcp.2

3.1 Computation of the desired pose

For the computation of the desired pose we refer to the no-
tation of homogeneous transformation matrices T, which

1Unless otherwise stated, within this paper the actual and desired poses x and forces f are vectors with 6 elements, thus comprising translation and
rotation or forces and torques, respectively.

2Forces and moments, related to the tcp or to the sensor, represent only 3 dof (in contrast to the definition in Section 2).



consist of a 3 × 1 position vector p and a 3 × 3 rotation
matrix R.

T =

 R p

0 0 0 1

 (4)

The desired pose is computed from the pose of the object
To and the desired offset oTd from it. Here, To is the
contact pose, the pose of the tcp when both are in con-
tact. oTd corresponds to the desired contact force. The
displacements may be computed from the desired forces
ftd and torques mtd by

opd = Cp · ftd (5)
oϕd = Cϕ ·mtd, (6)

where Cp and Cϕ are the translational and rotational com-
pliances of the sensor, and oϕd is the rotation vector that
represents oRd . This yields

Td =

{
To · oTd sensed components

Tr other components (7)

The upper row is only valid if all components can be
sensed. Non-measurable dof have to be replaced by a pro-
grammed reference pose Tr. For point-surface contact
with (non measurable) orientation oRd = I, equation (7)
will be replaced by

pd = po +Rd · opd (8)
Rd = Rr. (9)

The object pose To is computed from the actual pose of the
tcp Ta, which is computed from the robot forward kine-
matics and from the sensed distance aTo, which is repre-
sented by the displacement at the tcp:

To = Ta · aTo (10)
aTo is denoted as aTa′ where the index a′ stand for the
displaced tcp. This displacement is caused by the mea-
sured deflection of the sensor sTs′ . Thus

aTo = aTs · sTs′ · s
′
Ta′

= sT−1a · sTs′ · sTa (11)

where sTa is the transformation from the sensor to the tcp.
For point-surface contact with sRa = I this yields

apo = −spa + sps′ +
sRs′ · spa

= sps′ + (sRs′ − I) · spa (12)
aRo = sRs′ . (13)

We know that for a point-surface contact aRo is not de-
fined by the measurements and therefore we set it to

aRo = R−1a ·Rr. (14)

Then, with (7), (10), (12), (5), and mtd = 0,

pd = pa +Ra · sps′ +Ra · (sRs′ − I) · spa
+Rr ·Cp · ftd (15)

Rd = Rr. (16)

4 Compensation of the motion gen-
erated by an asymmetrical ar-
rangement

If all components are sensed, the upper row of (7), (10),
and (11) completely define the desired motion. Otherwise
these equation can yield a drift if noise in sRs′ , or in a
component of sps′ that is parallel to the surface, have a
bias. Therefore the point-surface contact has to be detected
(Section 4.1).
In addition, if there is a point-surface contact, the non-
measurable dof yield arbitrarily wrong sensor values that
depend on the sensor characteristics. For example, with
the configuration of Figure 4, from the experimental setup
(see Figure 1), when pressing in z direction the deflection
at the sensor is not restricted to this component, but a ro-
tational deflection around y (β) is measured as well (see
Figure 5). This is true because d = spa has a component
in x.

Figure 4: Setup with heavy end-effector that has to insert
a screw or a pin.

In this way, the displacement at the tcp consists of the com-
ponent in z direction, which will be controlled, and of a ro-
tational deflection in β, which causes further translational
displacement in x. These are disturbances that are caused
by the sensor characteristics (e.g. the end-effector dimen-
sions). If these disturbances would be used for control in
the case of point-surface contact, the end-effector would
permanently rotate in β and, with small friction, also drift
in x.



Figure 5: Real posture when pressing in point-surface
contact.

4.1 Detection of point-surface contact

The detection of a point-surface contact depends on two
conditions. A necessary condition is mt = 0 but it may
be also true in the goal pose. Therefore a second condition
is required, which has to consider that mt will not vary
during rotations with point-surface contact.
With the wrench equations3

fsd = ftd (17)
msd = mtd + d× ftd (18)

and uncoupled compliances at the sensor

sps′ = Cp · fs (19)
sϕs′ = Cϕ ·ms, (20)

the first condition gives

sps′ = Cp · ftd (21)
sϕs′ = Cϕ · (d× ftd). (22)

This can be transformed to tcp displacements where, for
convenience, the twist equations

apa′ = sps′ − d× sRs′ (23)
aϕa′ = sϕs′ (24)

are used.4

With dy = sya = 0 and Cs = diag(cx, cy, cz, cα, cβ , cγ),

the MATLAB R© symbolic toolbox yields

aαa′ =
dx · cγ · aya′

cy + dx · dx · cγ + dz · dz · cα
(25)

aβa′ =
cβ · cz · dz · axa′ − cβ · cx · dx · aza′

cx · cz + dz · dz · cβ · cz + dx · dx · cβ · cx
(26)

aγa′ =
−dz · cα · aya′

cy + dx · dx · cγ + dz · dz · cα
. (27)

Point-surface contact may be active if these conditions ap-
ply.
The second condition is implemented by computing the
rotational differences with respect to the previously de-
termined object (surface) orientation, which is estimated
using a Kalman filter. The covariance matrix gives infor-
mation about the uncertainty of the estimations. In the
absence of a torque at the tcp, a point-surface contact is
assumed if either the estimation of the object orientation
is uncertain or its difference with respect to the tcp ori-
entation is big. The first case is here implemented since
usually contact begins at a single point. The second cri-
terion distinguishes from the case with a small torque that
may be present in the goal position (with 6 dof contact).
Without this criterion, an oscillation would occur since the
reference orientation would be assumed as desired until a
substantial torque would be measured.
Finally, a factor 0 <= δ <= 1 is computed; δ = 1 rep-
resents point-surface contact, i.e., uncertainty or orienta-
tional deviation.

4.2 Inhibition of unwanted rotational eva-
sive motion

The decision whether a point-surface contact is present or
not is not a binary question. Because of noise, a region ϕ1

around the values of (25) to (27) will be partially treated as
point-surface contact. This is done by

ϕd :=

 ϕr + (ϕd −ϕr) · (1− δ · (1−
|aϕa′−ϕ0|

ϕ1
))

for |aϕa′ −ϕ0| < ϕ1

ϕd else
(28)

where ϕ0 is the orientational displacement of (25) to (27)
and aϕa′ is the measured orientational displacement at the
tcp. ϕd is the desired orientation, which is revised in the
case of point-surface contact.

4.3 Inhibition of unwanted translational
evasive motion

A translational drift may be inhibited in a similar way. This
appears with point-surface contact and small friction. Then

3The following equations implicitly use sRa = I, i.e. parallel coordinate systems for the sensor and the tcp.
4The twist equations are an approximation of the equation of the homogeneous transformations (11).



the lateral forces fx and fy at the tcp are zero. This is de-
tected by sxs′ = 0 and sys′ = 0. A translational drift, e.g.
in x, will be inhibited by

xd :=


xr + (xd − xr) · (1− δ · (1−

√
sxs′

2+sys′
2

x1
))

for
√
sxs′2 + sys′2 < x1

xd else
(29)

4.4 Ensuring the desired orientation for as-
sembly

Sections 4.2 and 4.3 inhibit drifts with respect to compo-
nents that are not provided by the sensor in the case of
point-surface contact. However, the rotational deflection,
as in Figure 5, remains. Instead, a pose like in Figure 6 is
desired.

Figure 6: Desired posture with nominal orientation of the
screw.

This can be reached by using

ϕd :=


ϕr + (ϕd −ϕr) · (1− δ · (1−

|aϕa′−ϕ0|
ϕ1

))

−aϕa′ · δ · (1−
|aϕa′−ϕ0|

ϕ1
)

for|aϕa′ −ϕ0| < ϕ1

ϕd else
(30)

instead of (28), since in point-surface contact this gives an
additional rotation by the rotational deflection aϕa′ . (29)
is not affected by the orientation and is therefore not mod-
ified.

5 Design of a large scale compliant
force-torque sensor

A compliant sensor [9] is available from SCHUNK R©. It is
implemented by springs between the two flanges, and the
deflection of the springs is measured. Unfortunately the
biggest sensor [13] is only designed for forces and torques

up to 300 N and 7 Nm (15 Nm around the main axis x).5

Especially the torque range is not sufficient for set-ups with
a long end-effector. Therefore, for large scale applications,
three external springs are suggested (see Figure 1). Then
the measurement units can be used unchanged. The draw-
back of this design is an oversize construction, which is
tolerable in the case of heavy loads. Figure 7 shows a
cross-section.

Figure 7: Design of a large scale sensor from two small
scale sensors and three external springs.

In this design not only forces and torques are scaled, but
also the range of measurable displacements is twice as big
as the original ±1 mm and ±1o of the measurement units.
The 2× 3 springs are chosen to have a stiffness sx, so that
1/6 of the maximum force is reached with the maximum
deflection of 2 mm, since

fx = 6 · sx · sxs′ . (31)

Furthermore, a sufficient length for the springs has to be
provided, such that rotational deflections are also possible,
and such that the end-effector weight can be compensated
by pre-stressing the springs. The pre-stressing is possible
since the axes, as shown at the left-hand side of Figure 7,
are implemented as threaded studs with screw nuts. This is
a crucial difference with respect to the original sensor.
Besides, the lateral stiffness of the springs syz has to be
considered:

fy = 6 · syz · sys′ (32)
fz = 6 · syz · szs′ (33)

The distances r of the springs from the center of the sensor
give the tolerable moments:

mx = 6 · r2 · syz · sαs′ (34)
my = (2 + 4 · cos2(60o)) · r2 · sx · sβs′ (35)
mz = 4 · sin2(60o) · r2 · sx · sγs′ (36)

Since the factors in (35) and (36) are equal, the stiffness in
the yz-plane is independent of orientation.
Strictly speaking, the stiffnesses of the springs that are in-
tegrated in the original sensors also have to be considered
- usually they are much smaller. For the experiments, a
sensor with integrated elastomer springs is used. This pro-
vides some positive damping characteristics but also shows
substantial hysteresis.

5This section adopts the notation of the preceding figures, though originally the sensor’s main axis is denoted by z.



6 Experiments

The experiments are executed with the set-up of Figure 8,
where wheels are assembled to a car. In contrast to the as-
sumption of Section 3 the car may yield to contact forces.
Therefore the equations of motion differ from the equa-
tions that exclusively assume linear compliance of the sen-
sor. In addition, instead of the single screw as in the fig-
ures, the real end-effector shows five power screw drivers,
such that excessive rotation may cause a torque at the tcp.
In all test runs the screws were present in the end-effector,
but not actuated (screwing). A wheel is not used because
else there is not a point-surface contact when the wheel rim
touches the wheel hub. The robot control includes an os-
cillation damping algorithm that is not shown in Figure 2.
It may cause a suboptimal transient behavior.

Figure 8: Experimental set-up at iwb for assembly using a
KUKA robot.

There are two types of experiments. In the first type
the robot is pressing against the wheel hub, missing the
threaded holes. Thus there is a real point-surface contact.
In the other case the holes are met. Then, even before
screwing, lateral forces can be exerted. Nevertheless the
steering angle and the camber of the wheel hub are not
measurable.
Figures 9 and 10 show that the translational and rotational
drifts that were predicted in Section 4 are only compen-
sated when using (28) and (29). There is a small displace-
ment with respect to the reference since the sensed orien-
tational deflection slightly differs from the theoretical one.
Nevertheless (30) aims at the correct real orientation for
assembly, which is the sum of the desired orientation and
the orientational deflection of about 1 mrad.
In Figures 11 and 12 the threaded holes are met. There-
fore the drift in x is limited by the backlash within the
screw drivers and the mount of the screws. my is partially
compensated by fx, especially without the compensation
according to Section 4.3, so that the drift in β is limited as
well.
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Figure 9: Vertical component (x) of the resulting desired
position in point-surface contact without lateral forces
( —! without compensation, —! with compensation ac-
cording to Section 4.2, —! with compensation according
to Section 4.3, —! with compensation according to Sec-
tion 4.4).
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Figure 10: Tilting angle (β) of the resulting desired pose
in point-surface contact without lateral forces (curves as
with Figure 9).
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Figure 11: Vertical component (x) of the resulting desired
position in point-surface contact with the screws fixed by
the form fit (curves as with Figure 9).
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Figure 12: Tilting angle (β) of the resulting desired pose
in point-surface contact with the screws fixed by the form
fit (curves as with Figure 9).

Other experiments, not displayed here, show that when as-
sembling the wheel the displacements are controlled in all
dof, including the camber of the wheel.

7 Conclusion
The paper presents an approach to force control of posi-
tion controlled robots, thus typical industrial robots. The
approach is straightforward when using a compliant sen-
sor.
With an asymmetrically arranged sensor, similar to other
control approaches, control of all dof yields unwanted eva-
sive movements in the case of a point-surface contact. The
compensation of these movements includes the detection
of the point-surface contact, since the control of torques is
desired when the tcp is in full contact. By using the pro-
posed method this is reached and inhibits any drift of the
pose when pressing against a surface.
Future work will improve the force control and the position
control in such a way that the desired forces and torques
are accurately reached and are held constant, irrespective
of the arrangement and the type of contact.
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